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Abstract 

In this paper I offer a considera- 

tion of some of the complex issues  

raised by the issue of suicide. I bring  

together  strands   of  thought  from  

within the field of transactional analy- 

sis and from elsewhere. I structure my  

considerations  as  follows:  firstly  I  

focus on the client, in terms of game  

theory, and structural ego states, with  

a discussion the benefits and risks of  

Escape Hatch Closure and possible  

"exceptions". I then turn to consider  

the  therapist,  with  thoughts  about  

countertransference, secrecy and exis- 

tential issues with reflections on the  

implications for our practice of these  

ideas. Finally I write about the legacy  

of suicide (Worden 1983). In forming  

my ideas about suicide I make partic- 

ular reference to the ideas of Geoff  

Mothersole (1996) and in this article  

there are more questions than there  

are answers. 

Several years ago one of my clients  

killed himself. He had worked with me for  

several years, first of all in individual ther- 

apy, then as a member of my weekly  

therapy group. His might have been the  

`futility suicide ... who tries to kill himself  

unobtrusively  with  the  fantasy  that  

nobody will really notice or care.' (Berne  

1972). Researching and writing this paper  

has been part of my attempt to make  

meaning of his suicide and to accept that 
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the 'noticing' and 'caring' of others some- 

times is not enough. 

"Man ... unless he belonged some- 

where,  unless  his  life had  some  

meaning or direction, he would feel  

ilke a particle of dust  He would be  

unable to relate himself to any system  

which would give meaning and direc- 

tion to his life, he would be filled with  

doubt, and  this  doubt  eventually  

would paralyse his ability to act — that  

is, to live." (Fromm 1942) 
 

Consideration of suicide as a game 

Vann Joines (1987) defined a game as  

"the process of doing something with an  

ulterior motive that (1) is outside of Adult  

awareness, (2) does not become explicit  

until the participants switch the way they  

are behaving and (3) results in everyone  

feeling  confused,  misunderstood  and  

wanting to blame  the other person."  

Berne (1964) defined the different degrees  

(levels of intensity) of games (see also  

Steiner, 1974): 

•  A  First-Degree game is  one  

which is socially acceptable in the agent's  

circle. 

•  A Second-Degree game is one  

from  which  no  permanent  irremedial  

damage arises, but which  the players  

would rather conceal from the public. 

•  A Third-Degree game is one  

which is played for keeps, and which ends 
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in  the  surgery,  the  courtroom  or  the  

morgue. 

 

This invites consideration of suicide  

as a third degree game. In terms of the  

Drama Triangle (Karpman 1968) we need  

to think of such things as: how does the  

person kill himself and who finds him?  

For instance does the person set it up so  

that his body will be found by his wife or  

drown himself so that he will be found by  

a stranger? 
 

Which Ego State? 

These questions lead me to think  

about which structural ego state the per- 

son is in when he or she decides to kill  

himself or herself, and to carry the deci- 

sion through.  Clearly  if the person is  

acting out the belief "if things get bad  

enough I can always kill myself, kill some- 

one else/them  or go crazy" (Boyd &  

Cowles-Boyd 1980) he is in his Child ego  

state. "No matter how extreme these three  

tragic outcomes may seem, they are expe- 

rienced  by  the  Child (CO  as  ultimate  

solutions to intolerable situations. Patients  

with escape hatches open are committed  

to maintain a reservoir of bad feelings in  

order to keep the tragic script option avail- 

able." (Boyd & Cowles-Boyd 1980). The  

need for escape hatch closure stems from  

a Child ego state belief that suicide, homi- 

cide, or going crazy are possible solutions  

to what the Child (C2) perceives as insolv- 

able situations. (Mothersole 1980) 
 

Adolescent Suicide 

At this point I offer some ideas about  

adolescent suicide which are relevant to  

my discussion. In her paper "Is Adoles- 

cent Suicide a Third Degree Game and  

Who is the Real Victim?" (Douglas 1986)  

Douglas states that "an individual resorts  

to a third-degree game when first and  

second degree games do not reap the  

needed benefits and script payoffs". She  

uses Berne's game thesis and Karpman's 
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Drama Triangle (1968) to hypothesize the 

identity of the "true victim of the deadly 

game."  Jacobs  (1978)  in  his   article  

"Adolescent Suicide" suggests five condi- 

tions  which  seem  to  characterize  the  

potentially suicidal adolescent: 

1  The potential suicide views the 

problem in the final stage as not 

of his own making. 

2  He feels that he did all he could 

to resolve his problems. 

3  The  problem  is  not  of  the 

moment but in the context of a  

long-standing history of prob- 

lems which escalate to a point  

exceeding human endurance. 

4  Death must be viewed as neces- 

sary, ie the only way out. 

5  The suicide victim is "sorry" and 

begs for indulgence (that is, he  

believes that he has the right  

solution  and  others  do  not  

understand his logic). 

 

"Most importantly, the suicidal ado- 

lescent believes  his/her anger towards  

significant person(s) cannot be expressed  

directly and thus resorts to passive behav- 

iours  for  resolution  ...  most children  

avoid blaming parents to such a degree  

that true anger is denied and is not con- 

sciously recognized by the adolescent." 

Alternatively we can consider suicide  

in terms of the racket system (Erskine &  

Zalcman 1979) — is suicide a racket, based  

on  outdated script beliefs and archaic  

memories, held both in the mind and the  

body? This relates closely to thinking of  

the  script  system.  And,  as  illustrated  

above, we can think of it in terms of  

passivity and discounting, of the person's  

capacity to solve problems, tolerate pain  

and the discount of the impact on others  

with the ultimate incapacitation. 
 

Escape Hatch Closure 

Much has already been written in the  

ongoing discussion within the TA corn- 
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munity about escape hatch closure. I think  

it is important to emphasise here that  

dosing   escape   hatches   involves   a  

"decision" (Goulding & Goulding 1972)  

not a "contract". A decision implies a  

permanent, non-conditional commitment  

(Boyd & Cowles-Boyd 1980) whereas a  

contract implies an agreement contingent  

upon certain circumstances or conditions.  

Contracts can be re-negotiated, changed  

or broken, and may contain hidden claus- 

es. Thus the client may decide that "I will  

be here (at specified time or indefinitely)  

whatever 1 may think or feel in the mean- 

time." (Stewart 1989). 

Mothersole (1996) makes a powerful  

case that "routine" closure may be seen as  

prohibition of the exploration, or even  

existence,   of   further   self-destructive  

thoughts  and  feelings.  He writes  that  

when closure is predicated on a strong  

therapeutic bond, then the invitation to  

contract to stay alive is likely to be experi- 

enced as arising from clients' needs and  

from a position of empathic understand- 

ing on the part of the therapist 

`Stop' and 'No' Contracts are some- 

times necessary to enable clients to stop  

behaving or not to behave in a way which  

harms or endangers themselves or others.  

This involves self control in acute situa- 

tions  such  as  being  violent  towards  

children or a partner, and such contracts  

`establish  control  from  within' (Berne  

1975a) and include statements such as "I'll  

stop beating my children", "I won't hurt  

myself", "1 won't go crazy", "I  won't  

binge". These  are all  "stop" contracts  

which  offer temporary  closure  of the  

escape hatches through which the client  

would otherwise 'escape' or flee into vio- 

lence, self-harm or madness. This relates  

to the stage of social control in Berne's  

Four Phases of Cure (1961, 1972) and in  

Stewart (1989) and Clarkson (1992b). In  

such circumstances further work will be  

required  to  establish  closure  with  full  

Adult ownership of the decision. 
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Mellor (1979) suggested three aspects 

of the act of self-destruction: being killed, 

killing and dying with three related moti- 

vations: the wish to be killed, the wish to 

kill, and the wish to die and he offers this 

decision "I will live a healthy, full life and 

promote the same in others." 

One way the escape hatches may  

spring open is "by accident", for instance,  

accidental  suicide  can  be  achieved  by  

overindulgence in alcohol, or an avoidable  

road accident. 

Midgley (1999) also suggests ways in  

which we might kill someone "by acci- 

dent" and he offers a powerful metaphor  

in relation to the "go crazy" escape hatch,  

that of the decision to 'hang on to the  

joy-stick' even as we  fly through  the  

storm. 

 

So what are the benefits of closure?  

 Two advantages are: the procedure  

offers practical protection against tragic  

outcomes and facilitating movement out  

of script (Stewart 1996). It can also be  

helpful in the assessment of suicidal risk:  

just how suicidally inclined is this client? It  

can  play an important role in helping  

someone hold herself and be held in psy- 

chotherapy  while  the  work  on  their 

self-destructiveness  progresses.  And,  

importantly, it can support the client in  

separating suicidal thoughts and feelings  

from action (Dryel, Goulding & Goulding  

1973). Other advantages are that it offers  

protection for client and therapist, it is a  

powerful way of establishing that the cli- 

ent can only change if alive and capable of  

sufficiently cathecting Adult on demand  

to avoid harm to self and others and is  

intended to convey to the client that they  

can take control of their lives at the most  

profound level. So it is an invitation to the  

client to commit to staying alive, thus  

highlighting  the  individual's  existential  

choice over his or her own life. Harry  

Boyd (1972) suggests that "no real thera- 

peutic progress in the changing of rackets 
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or scripts can be made until the suicide  

decision is re-made." 

Finally this procedure can confront  

the fantasy that he or she will in some way  

be present at his or her own  funeral  

(Mothersole 1996). The  client may be  

holding a Child-like fantasy of watching  

his or her own funeral and experiencing  

the sadness of the relevant others and  

perhaps does not, at the Child level, really  

conceive of his or her own death as termi- 

nal. This is exemplified for instance in  

examples of suicidal notes being future- 

oriented. Berne (1972) writes about this in  

"What Do you Say After You Say Hello?"  

where he writes the "romantic suicide, for  

example,  says:  "They'll  be sorry," and  

imagines a sad, sentimental funeral." 

So, without closure the course of  

treatment is limited "to  soft contracts  

and/or awareness contracts" (Cowles &  

Cowles-Boyd 1980). With closure, Boyd  

and Cowles-Boyd suggest that the client  

has social control over tragic script out- 

comes as follows: 

1  The client is in a position to 

make   change-orientated   con- 

tracts with minimal anxiety and 

resistance. 

2  The client recognises his or her 

own responsibility and power to 

alter the situation. 

3  The client is free to experience 

and own the full range of feeling 

responses   without   fear   of  

"losing control". 

4  The client now has access to 

information  regarding  his/her  

own use of games and rackets to 

maintain script. 

5  The overall degree of intensity 

and   harmfulness   of   patient  

games  and  rackets are greatly  

reduced. 

6  The therapist can make use of 

newly   available   energy   for  

change-oriented contracts. 
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What are the risks of closure?  

 I  have  already  touched  on  

Mothersole's (1996) caveat that "routine"  

closure may be seen as a prohibition of the  

exploration of self-destructive thoughts  

and feelings. Laura Cowles-Boyd (1980)  

suggests that "When decisions are blocked  

by Adult decision, the Child experiences  

increased  turmoil  and  stress  with  no  

potential outlet. The result of stress build- 

up in the Child is most often evidenced by  

a subsequent display of somatic distur- 

bances,  as  for example, in  headaches,  

asthma, sleeplessness". 

Another risk is that transferential dis- 

tortion by the client of the therapist may  

involve the client as seeing him as the  

expert, who "holds the key" with the con- 

sequent   introjection   of  the   psycho- 

therapist in the concept of "transference  

cure" which Berne described as the "bane  

of psychoanalytic therapy" (1972). Thus  

the contract to . stay alive may become  

confused  with  a  general   prohibition  

against the exploration of the issue of  

self-harm and existence in the world. The  

psychotherapist becomes identified with  

someone who, by virtue of expertise or  

even   personal   preference,   does   not  

approve  of suicidal  or  self-destructive  

thoughts and feelings. This represents a  

dilemma for the client, who may either  

leave  therapy  or  drive  self-destructive  

urges underground. This latter course is  

more likely with clients who have shame- 

based  systems (Cornell  1994,  Erskine  

1994) and who live with a "pervasive  

sense of shame in the ongoing premise  

that one is fundamentally bad, defective,  

unworthy, not fully valid as a human  

being" (Fossum & Mason 1986). 

So the danger is that the commitment  

not to go over the edge in reality remains  

confused with a proscription on exploring  

that edge in terms of its emotional and  

fantasy elements. The client needs to do  

this work to be in position to explore his  

or her reactions to the inevitability of their 
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own death, and how this may be affecting  

their living of life in a relatively uncon- 

taminated  way.  This  subject  is  so  

subjective and prone to influence by cul- 

tural, religious, and personal philosophical  

views that I do not believe we can ever  

draw dear boundaries around what is  

pathological as for instance the decision "I  

reserve the right to kill myself if I am  

terminally ill" which may be challenged as  

pathological. 
 

What about "Exceptions"? 

Clients often discuss their right to  

suicide in the event of terminal illness or  

to commit murder in defence of self and  

family. Such exceptions always involve  

greater risk for the client, due to the  

resourcefulness of the Child to arrange  

circumstances in which such exceptions  

can occur. For instance a person with a  

`harm others' script will be more likely to  

fund himself in situations requiring self- 

defence and a person with a 'harm self'  

script is a prime candidate for arranging  

heart disease, cancer or other terminal  

illness (Boyd & Cowles-Boyd 1980). 

However, there may be situations in  

which an individual may at least consider  

ending, or not prolonging, his life in a way  

that is consistent with his or her personal  

value system perhaps because of incurable  

illness or incapacity, or because of a judge- 

ment that a situation requires self-risk to  

protect others or in pursuit of a cherished  

value. 

What of situations that are clearly not  

wilful   self-destruction?  We  need  to  

account our own and other's capacity for  

altruism and heroism, or indeed pleasura- 

ble risk-taking, such as mountaineering or  

other adventures that take us to the edge  

of what is known to be 'safe'. "Our task is  

to help individuals deal with what is clearly  

script-induced in order that they may be  

more clearly in Adult when it comes to  

facing such issues." (Mothersole 1996) 
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Ownership 

Our clients will often demonstrate  

their ownership of the process by taking  

control  of it  and  leading  the  way  

(Mothersole 1996). However, many times  

such ownership is over-adapted and tenu- 

ous, indicated by external clues such as  

lack of eye-contact, fidgeting, gallows  

laughter, or the incongruence may be  

para-verbal such as unusual tone of voice  

or over-hasty agreement. (Holloway 1973,  

Gouldings 1979, Stewart 1989). Berne  

issues a warning here to avoid the trap of  

believing   that   such   a   commitment  

accounts for the sum total of the client's  

psyche, "the joker can always jump out  

and scatter the deck" (1972). Sometimes it  

may be necessary to accept a time-limited  

or time-specific contract until full decon- 

tamination is accomplished. The therapist  

may need to consider hospitalisation if the  

client is unable or unwilling to make even  

a time-limited contract (Boyd & Cowles- 

Boyd 1980). These considerations surface  

the ethical issue for the therapist, offering  

a choice between "maintaining a policy of  

respect for the client's autonomy and right  

to choose and acting to prevent self- 

destruction in the interests of preserving  

the client's life" (Bond 1997). 
 

The Therapist 

It seems obvious and essential that  

the therapist must have dosed all escape  

hatches or he or she will not have the  

potency required to dose them with cli- 

ents (Boyd & Cowles-Boyd 1980). And I  

offer these questions (Mothersole 1996)  

for consideration in thinking about the  

therapist's counter-transferential respon- 

ses to the suicidal client: 

1  Am I reacting with a kind of 

professionalised version of the  

horror and rejection that has  

typified reactions to suicide in  

many cultures over the years  

(Avarez 1971) 
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2  Am I leaping for the no-suicide 

contract because I cannot bear  

to be around someone who is so  

pained that he or she wants to  

die? 

3  Am I afraid of the professional 

consequences for me? 

4  Am I doing this because this is 

what transactional analysis thera- 

pists are "supposed to do"? 

5  Do 1 really, in my heart of hearts, 

believe that there is no conceiva- 

ble  situation  in  which  I  or  

someone else may foreshorten  

his or her own life in a way that  

is  relatively   non-pathological? 
 

Existential Issues 

Mothersole (1996) suggests that one  

area in which transactional analysis as a  

system for construing the world is under- 

developed is the area of endings generally  

and death specifically. Berne (1966) names  

three categories of termination in psycho- 

therapy:  accidental,  resistant,  or  

therapeutic and he does not ignore exis- 

tential matters.  In 'What do You  Say  

After You Say Hello?" (1972) he includes  

a thought-provoking chapter on "Maturity  

and Death" in which includes sections on  

"The Death Scene" starting with the state- 

ment "Death is not an act, nor even an  

event, for the one who dies. It is both for  

those who survive," and "The Posthu- 

mous  Scene" -  here  Berne  discusses  

outcomes for "success scripts" and "those  

with tragic scripts ... have a pathetic fal- 

lacy about what happens after their deaths  

.... In general, the consequences of killing  

oneself are no more predictable than the  

consequences of killing someone else ...  

death, either suicide or homicide, is a poor 

way to solve life's problems. Certainly,  

prospective suicides should be firmly told  

the two inviolable rules of death: (1) No  

parent is allowed to die until all the chil- 

dren are over eighteen. (2) No child is 
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allowed to die while either of his parents is 

still living?' 

There are other exceptions such as  

Woollams and Brown (1979) who include  

termination in their model for treatment  

planning. The 1960's were characterized  

by an emphasis on the positive and on the  

capacity to change: Berne had developed  

transactional analysis in reaction to his  

experiences with the traditional psychoan- 

alytic  establishment,  with  its  negative  

frame of reference,  thus he tended  to  

emphasize Physis (1957, 1972, Clarkson  

1992b). 

The  existential  therapists,  such  as  

Yalom, rake a different view.. they tend to  

emphasise the importance of death as a  

boundary situation, a foil for making sense  

of life. While transactional analysis has a  

lot to say about now we adopt our basic  

existential positions, how we structure our  

life between birth and death and how we  

work with clients to help them make com- 

mitments to stay alive it does not explore  

the psychological implications of the exis- 

tential reality of death and how we each  

deal  with the inevitability of our own  

demise. 

"The existential tradition in Europe  

has always emphasized human limitations  

and the tragic dimensions of existence ...  

the humanistic psychologists ... speak less  

of limits, less of acceptance, than of  

awareness, less of anxiety than of peak  

experiences and oceanic oneness, less of  

life meaning than of self-realization, less  

of aparmess and basic isolation than of  

I-Thou and encounter." (Yalom 1980). 

Mothersole (1996) suggests that in  

our emphasis on physis, we have tended  

to  ignore  destrudo,  the  desire  to  kill  

(Berne  1957).  He  considers  that  by  

emphasizing the pragmatic and therapeu- 

tic importance of the no-suicide contract,  

we run the risk of implicitly downplaying  

the importance of exploring the life/death  

boundary.  Clarkson (1992a)  offers  an- 

other  view,  the  concept  of  hypnotic 



 

 

 

 

induction and suggests that such blind  

spots are part of the interpersonal field  

and tend to induce or reinforce an avoid- 

ance of the feared topic. She suggests that  

the underlying motivation for this avoid- 

ance is the anxiety created by the prospect  

of the imminent or possible death of  

someone with whom we have a relation- 

ship. It is necessary for us as professionals  

to acknowledge that the prospect of a  

client's suicide (or death by other means)  

can provoke justifiably high levels of anx- 

iety for our professional position — fears  

and fantasies of coroner's courts, lawsuits  

etc. 

"Denial confounds the process every  

step of the way. Fear of death exists at  

every level of awareness — from the most  

conscious, superficial, intellectualised lev- 

els to the realm of deepest unconsc- 

iousness ... frequently the denial of the  

therapist silently colludes with that of the  

patient. The therapist no less than the  

patient must confront death and be anx- 

ious in the face of it." (Yalom 1980) 

 

What are the implications for our  

practice? 

"To the extent that the no-suicide  

contract is owned by the client, it is a  

powerful aid to psychotherapy and to  

developing a matrix of the therapeutic  

relationship. It is the anchor that can allow  

for the safe exploration of the farther,  

destructive edges of the psyche. However,  

to the extent that it is perceived as a pro- 

scription on the internal experience of  

such thoughts, feelings, and fantasies, it is  

limiting and may skew the process of  

psychotherapy away from a full explora- 

tion of crucial issues." (Mothersole 1996)  

In terms of diagnosis and treatment plan- 

ning it is clear that structural analysis to  

decontaminate Child thinking from Adult  

is a necessary early step. The outcome of  

this work is that typically the patient  

becomes aware that he is carrying on two  

different kinds of thinking Ai, reality 
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based  thinking,  and  magical  thinking  

belonging to Ai, which is aimed at pro- 

ducing his own death. Careful exploration  

will elicit the specific decision and the  

racket, based on a "Don't Be" injunction.  

Mothersole suggests that recollection of  

this decision point is not possible until the  

patient is experiencing the racket/feelings  

that are associated with his script. Once  

the original suicide decision is in the  

awareness of the patient, he can re-decide  

by making a loophole-free' no-suicide  

contract 

Laura Boyd (1986) emphasises that  

decisions to close the escape hatches do  

not in themselves equal cure or personal- 

ity change. They are behavioural decisions  

and result in behaviour changes. Personal  

and psychological change and growth  

then become the next focus for the patient  

and psychotherapist. She offers a "Fourth  

Decision for Healthy Living" which cov- 

ers the many ways to die. In addition to  

physical health, we have all known people  

who to  some  degree  of intensity are  

involved in an emotional and psychologi- 

cal death, a spiritual death, a social death,  

sexual dying, financial suicide etc. 

 

The 'legacy of suicide' (Warden 1983)  

 I offer here some thoughts about the  

legacy of suicide, in which the survivors  

may be left not only with a sense of loss,  

but with a legacy of shame, fear, rejection,  

anger, and guilt. Cain (1972) states "I  

believe that the person who commits sui- 

cide puts his psychological skeletons in  

the survivor's emotional closet — he sen- 

tences the survivors to deal with many  

negative feelings and, more, to become  

obsessed with thoughts regarding their  

own actual or possible role in having pre- 

cipitated the suicidal act or having failed to  

abort it. It can be a heavy load" and "...  

suicide is the most difficult bereavement  

crisis for any family to face and resolve in  

an effective manner." The predominant  

feeling for the survivor is shame. In our 
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society there is a stigma associated with  

suicide and the survivors are the ones who  

have to suffer the shame after a family  

member takes his or her own life, and  

their sense of shame can be influenced by  

the reactions of others. "No one will talk  

to me ... they act as though it never  

happened". This added emotional pres- 

sure  not  only  affects  the  survivors'  

interactions with society but also alters  

relationships within the family unit. It is  

not unusual for family members to ack- 

nowledge who knows and who doesn't  

know the facts surrounding the death and,  

almost by tacit agreement, adjust their  

behaviour toward each other based on this  

knowledge. There is also a stigma for the  

victim of a suicide which fails, as for  

instance the woman who jumped from a  

bridge and survived, and then experienced  

such a negative reaction and was so filled  

with shame that she was successful the  

next time. 

Guilt is another common  feeling  

amongst survivors of suicide victims, who  

take responsibility for the action of the  

deceased and have a gnawing feeling that  

there was something they should or could  

have done to prevent the death. This feel- 

ing of guilt is particularly difficult when  

the suicide happened in the context of  

some interpersonal conflict between the  

deceased and the survivor. Guilt feelings  

are normal after any type of death, but in  

the case of suicide can be seriously exacer- 

bated. The survivor may fed the need to  

be punished and may then interact with  

society in such a way that society in turn  

punishes them. An example of self-pun- 

ishing behaviour is children turning to  

drugs or alcohol after the suicide of a  

parent. Guilt can sometimes be mani- 

fested as blame with the guilt projected  

onto others. This can be understood as an  

attempt to affirm control and find a sense  

of meaning. 

Survivors often experience anger and  

experience the death as a rejection. "To be 
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bereft by self-imposed death is to be 

rejected" (Lindemann 1953). Survivors often 

think the deceased did not think enough of 

them or they would not have done it. This 

'rejection' in an indictment of the survivors' 

self-worth. 

Survivors often fear their own self- 

destructive impulses, and many seem to  

carry with them a sense of fate or doom.  

This is specially true of sons of suicide  

victims: "They suspect that they too will  

probably kill themselves." (Cain 1972).  

Distorted  thinking is  another feature.  

Often survivors, specially children, need  

to see the victim's behaviour not as suicide  

but as accidental death thus involving high  

levels of discounting of reality. Suicide  

victims often come from families in which  

there are difficult social problems such as  

alcoholism or child abuse (Worden 1980).  

Achimov, in his article on 'Suicidal Script- 

ing in the Families of Anorectics' (1985)  

researched into 15 families. He made the  

following observation  that "the  most  

striking finding was the suicidal depres- 

sion of the fathers". 
 

Conclusion 

Perhaps it is the conspiracy of silence  

that can most harm those of us who are  

left behind when someone commits sui- 

cide, be it friend, relative or client If the  

loss is socially or professionally unspeaka- 

ble, then how can we heal? There is a  

patch of anemones in the woods where I  

walk which comes out each spring and  

each year as I pass these delicate, hopeful  

lfowers I think of my client who killed  

himself and  I  continue  my  struggle  

towards understanding both his death and  

his life, and my life and my death. And as  

I walk I affirm my decision to "live a  

healthy life and promote the same in oth- 

ers" as best 1 can. 

 

Alison Ayres 
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